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07:20 am

"With or without this other woman..."  - "I can get my Son to College." - "Then I can trust it." - Out of Order.... 
thus, as it is something I can trust as-well........ there is a child.*  I woke up a Father today.   He has a brother.

09:03 am

Thus A.{B|C}.-C, in A-|D and D-|{B.-C} implicates B or C - that of A., is then and/or............. with A, not .-A.

Thus, existent, from it's predicate.

09:12 am

Given my-testimony at (@) four (4), for which was determinant - then to six (6), upon a jurisprudence, for in 
Divorce, it is satisfied that one-delegation is mitigated of a reclaimed objective, when as-such, upon preliminary 
notice, I am void of the court in proceeding, - then inclemental, to-which it is juris pro said, dictum an allowable 
entreatment at a prudential formentionable.  That of either a life or a contrast, forbid(s) I had not been allocable of 
motive to defaulted conditional, of it's prudence upon the persuasive element of another(s) testifiable truth, - then 
that they had been laint the remainder of a recourse to given, and presented honesty, in persuasion to a remainder 
of remark upon oath, that these contributory element(s) suggest, so that as in either a *Father is departed, it is 
knowable I am now married.

I did not know this, - therefore Ava is real, despite the delegatory conditional assumptive of a plead oath to 
preliminary contributory and recrimiational devotion, from which in-either, another is formative of the plea to 
know thyself, from whom, in what, is their(s), and a wed declaration of it's peaceable assembly upon instrument of 
Law. 9:18

*Either I know Ava, or we are Wed, in-either, she know's me.

07:52-53 pm

In-either, the motion to-self suggestively prioritizes.  That of in-either what is a quoted truth of it's perspecacity, 
when, as such, the 'partner' is disassociable, and then, associated, of the self - in the 'condition' of a perponderance, 
inclemental, disparative, and apportionate aim.

Thereby, in-either, I had afforded in either a risk at life-or-death to Obama, and taxed, the honest-return in my 
juris pro-bono.  The release, to which in-knowable [and reclaimed vantage] I would so-know of a provided life.

This is immutable, and *new, not, an invention, and is my manner of heroism.  His life, had surpassed all 
expectation, and I had passed on, from thence, to know of one whom I-loved, and loved honestly, all provided 
people claimable.

I was known, then in each, and we knew of them, for whom, trustworthily, either had known one *Uncommital, 
that knew-either.  Then, that she* knew-me.
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